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The ecological crisis

● Climate change

● Disruption of the nitrogen and phosphorus
cycles

● Diversity loss

● Air, soil, water pollution

● Disproportionate effect on POC, the Global
South, women



What's behind the crisis?

● Mistakes

● Bad corporations (run by bad people)

● Consumers' ignorance, greed, stupidity, apathy

● Too many people

● The Republicans

● A flawed economic and political system
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...and the earth



Capitalism:
racism, imperialism, patriarchy



Capitalism: a ruling class
and massive inequality
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Capitalism

● Profit and growth

● Ruthless exploitation of labor and nature

● Racism, imperialism, patriarchy

● A ruling class and massive inequality

● Bourgeois democracy

● The danger of fascism

● Myths: TINA, consumer sovereignty, individual
freedom, neutrality of science and technology
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Industrial agriculture

● Large-scale, input-intensive crop monocultures and
industrial-scale feedlots

● Benefits from free-trade agreements

● Problems

• Uniformity: fragility and decline in diversity

• Chemical fertilizers, pesticides, antibiotics: chemical
pollution, disruption of nitrogen and phosphorus cycles

• Greenhouse gas emissions (agriculture contributes 1/3)

• Displacement of small farmers (immigration)

• Exploitation of farmworkers (immigration)



Diversified agroecological systems



Diversified agroecological systems

● Diversifying farms and farm landscapes,
stimulating interactions between different
species

● Replacing chemical inputs

● Holistic strategies to build long-term fertility,
healthy agro-ecosystems, and secure
livelihoods



Food sovereignty

● The people who produce, distribute, and
consume food should control the mechanisms
and policies of food production and distribution

● Versus food security, often an excuse for
industrial agricultural imports



Industrial agriculture ➔
DAS and food sovereignty

● Capitalist economics and private ownership of
agricultural land incompatible with the change

● Radical system change

• Dispossession of industrial farms

• Exploration of new DAS models

• Elimination of class in the food system



Taking on capitalism

● Resistance and confrontation

● Organization of new political structures

● Creation of alternative communities (pre-
figuration)



Resistance and alternatives

● The commons and commoning

● Resistance to enclosures

• Diggers in 17th century England
● “England is not a free people, till the poor that have no land, have a free

allowance to dig and labour the commons.” —Gerrard Winstanley, 1649

• Current struggles against land grabs for farming and mining

● La Via Campesina

• Coordinates peasant organizations of small and middle-scale
producers, agricultural workers, rural women, and indigenous
communities from Asia, Africa, America, and Europe

• Coalition of over 148 organizations, advocating family-farm-based
sustainable agriculture

• Food sovereignty



Zero Budget Natural Farming:
Karnataka, India



ZBNF

● Takes agroecology to scale

● Ends reliance on purchased inputs and loan, solution
to extreme indebtedness and suicide

● Effective farming practices

● Social movement dynamic

• Motivating members through discourse

• Mobilizing resources from allies

• Self-organized pedagogy

• Charismatic local leadership

• Spirit of volunteerism
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Rojava

● Transition from capitalist economy to “social
economy”

● Kasrek agricultural commune

• 5000 consumer members; $100 fee or work in
fields

• Organic production of vegetables, corn, milk, sold
at below-market prices

• 8% of profits go to workers

• Remainder to 8-year agricultural and cattle
breeding project



Beach Flats Community Garden



BFCG: resistance



Conclusions

● The ecological crisis is very serious, especially for people who are already
more vulnerable

● In the coming fight to solve the crisis, the enemy is the whole capitalist
system, private property relations, and the class that upholds and benefits
from them

● The crisis is systemic; the system that's destroying the environment is the
same system that's driving people to leave their homes and oppressing them
when they succeed

● There are alternatives; within the food system, caring and climate-smart ways
of feeding and reproducing society are being experimented with around the
world

● What to do

• Exploring and supporting pre-figurational alternatives

• Organizing new political structures

• Resisting and confronting corporations and corporate state


